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Abstract 

Artificial Intelligence-based Assistants AIAs are spreading quickly both in homes and offices. They already have 
left their original habitats of "intelligent speakers" providing easy access to music collections.  The initiated a 
multitude of new devices and are already populating devices such as TV sets. Characteristic for the intelligent digital 
assistants is the formation of platforms around their core functionality. Thus, AIS capabilities of the assistants are 
used to offer new services and create new interfaces for business processes. There are positive network effects 
between the assistants and the services as well as within the services. Therefore, many companies see the need to get 
involved in the field of digital assistants but lack a framework to align their initiatives with their corporate strategies. 
In order to lay the foundation for a comprehensive method, we are therefore investigating intelligent digital 
assistants. Based on this analysis, we are developing a framework of strategic opportunities and challenges.  
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1 Introduction 

Digital intelligent assistants have developed within a short period of time from simple devices that expanded the 
loudspeakers by a new user interface to universal interfaces for services and processes. Digital assistants are based 
on artificial intelligence technologies that enable users to configure and use services using natural language. In the 
beginning, digital assistants were focused on supporting music playback and order placement in e-commerce, where 
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it is becoming increasingly clear that they provide a universal additional script interface to services and processes. 
Gartner predicts that 25% of all employees will use digital assistants in 2021 [1]. Furthermore, the use of artificial 
intelligence-based assistant promises substantial efficiency gains, such as a 30% reduction of customer service costs 
[2]. 

Artificial-Intelligence based assistants are a classic example of multi-sided platforms. A technological platform 
enables the interaction of 2 or more market participant groups of market participants. The rapid spread of digital 
assistants and the foreseeable development of platforms in this area is prompting many companies to take initiatives 
in the field of digital assistants. However, while the design and development of a single service for these platforms 
are usually easily achievable from a technological point of view, the strategic direction of initiatives in this area 
presents many companies with significant challenges. So is which and how many services are necessary to represent 
a company in accordance with its corporate strategy on the intelligent assistant platform appropriately.  
As a first step towards a comprehensive method for developing strategic initiatives in the field of intelligent digital 
assistants, this paper aims to create a framework for identifying possible initiatives. It extends previous work from 
[3]. We have collected the base for abstracting the strategical orientation from referenced use cases and experiments 
considering challenges for intelligent platforms and ecosystems with intelligent assistants. We start with a 
presentation of intelligent digital assistants that captures the conceptual similarities of a number of commercial 
platforms. We will work out the platform architecture of these assistants. In the next step, we will develop the 
framework. Finally, a conclusion and outlook are given.  

2 Artificial Intelligence-based Assistants 

From today's perspective, probably no digital technology is more exciting than artificial intelligence, which offers 
massive automation possibilities for intelligent digital systems and services. Most companies expect to gain a 
competitive advantage from AI. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) [4],[5], is often used in conjunction with other digital technologies [6] such as cloud 
computing, analytics, ubiquitous data, the Internet of Things, and unlimited connectivity. Basic capabilities of AI 
concern automatically generated solutions from previous useful cases and solution elements derived by causal 
inference structures such as rules and ontologies, as well as learning solutions based on data analytics with machine 
learning and deep learning with neural networks. 

Artificial intelligence receives a high degree of attention due to recent progress [7],[8] in several areas, such as 
image detection, translation, and decision support. It enables interesting new business applications such as predictive 
maintenance, logistics optimization, and automatically added customer service management. Artificial intelligence 
supports decision-making in many business areas. Today's advances in the field of artificial intelligence [6],[9],[10], 
have led to a rapidly growing number of intelligent services and applications. The development of competencies via 
intelligent digital systems promises great value for science, economy, and society. It is driven by data, calculations, 
advances in algorithms for machine learning, perception and cognition, planning, decision support, and natural 
language processing. 

The symbolic AI [11], which predominated until the 1990s, uses a deductive, ex-pert-based approach. By 
interviewing one or more experts, knowledge is collected in the form of rules and other explicit representations of 
knowledge, such as horn clauses. These rules are applied to facts that describe the problem to be solved. The 
solution of a problem is found by successively applying one or more rules using the mechanisms of an inference 
engine [4]. An inference path can usually be followed backward and offers transparency and rationality over 
instantiated inference processes by "how" and "why" explanations. The symbolic AI proved to be very effective for 
highly formalized problem spaces like dedicated expert systems. After the last wave of enthusiasm in the late 1980s, 
the focus of research shifted to other areas [7],[12],[13]. Ontologies [4] represent the second wave of semantic 
technologies to support knowledge representations. 
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2.1 Machine Learning 

Unlike symbolic AI, machine learning [14] uses an inductive approach based on a large amount of analyzed data. 
We distinguish three basic approaches to machine learning: supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning 
[13],[15]. In supervised approaches to machine learning, the target value is part of the training data and is based on 
sample inputs. Typically, unsupervised learning is used to discover new hidden patterns within the analyzed data. 
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is an area of machine learning where software agents work to maximize cumulative 
rewards cooperatively. The exploration environment is specified in terms of a Markov decision process, as many 
reinforcement learning algorithms use dynamic programming techniques. Reinforcement learning does not require 
marked input/output pairs, and suboptimal actions do not need to be explicitly corrected. 

The starting point for the development of the intelligent digital assistants is the progress in speech recognition 
technology, which enables the user to ask questions and send commands to the assistant in an everyday 
environment, which the assistant answers via a loudspeaker [16]. The first digital intelligent assistants were 
loudspeakers enhanced with microphones. Their primary purpose was to access the user's music collection and to 
use the intelligent assistant as a distribution channel for music and as a gateway to other e-commerce services.  

Over time, however, the interaction capabilities of intelligent digital assistants have grown significantly. They 
now master a much larger vocabulary and can understand and answer even more complex sentences of the user. 
These increased capabilities of the digital assistants now make it possible to use them as general-purpose technology 
[17]. This means that they can serve as a universal platform for speech-controlled access to services and processes.  

2.2 AI-based Assistants 

A classification of digital assistants into five competence levels can be found in [18]. A distinction is made based 
on the AI-based skills that support the assistant in his work. One example is Amazon Alexa, which combines a 
physical device with a microphone and loudspeaker with services, the so-called Alexa skills [19] and Fig.1. New 
ways of interaction with the customer are enabled by combining a product consisting of hardware and software with 
cloud-provided services. Current research suggests that different customers will use such devices for different use 
cases enabling new ways of triggering and interaction with business processes. Users can extend the capabilities of 
Alexa with capabilities similar to apps. The set of Alexa capabilities is dynamic and can be adapted to the 
customer's requirements during runtime. Alexa enables voice interaction, music playback, to-do lists, setting alarms, 
streaming podcasts, playing audiobooks, and providing weather, traffic, sports, and other real-time information such 
as news. Alexa can also connect and control intelligent products and devices. Other examples for assistants are 
paying assistants [20]. A comprehensive literature review on user interaction with AI-systems is found in [21]. 
Intelligent agents provide a fast, convenient, and cost-effective channel to communicate with customers [22]. AI-
based systems will significantly simplify the complex selection decisions of consumers by providing a simplified 
interface and leading the consumer faster to the most advantageous product [22]. 
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Fig. 1. Value Extension for Intelligent Products and Services. 

As a result of these increased capabilities, a series of new device types have now been developed which serve as 
the basis for the intelligent digital assistants. The devices are now often equipped with displays of different sizes, 
and the interaction possibilities of the devices with their environment have become much more powerful. The 
devices have sensors and actuators of home automation. The intelligent digital assistants can, therefore, be used to 
control lighting and air conditioning, for example.  

Another significant development is the extension of smart digital assistants to new environments where the 
functionality of the intelligent digital assistant is made available on devices that originally served other purposes 
such as TV sets [16]. The digital intelligent assistants not only create an interface to services and processes that are 
directly related to the functionality of the device but also enable access to other services. For example, on TV sets 
equipped with digital assistants, not only can you buy and watch movies, but you can also access all other services 
provided by the digital assistants. 

3 Intelligent Platforms and Ecosystems 

In addition to the significant positioning of intelligent assistants as a technology, further development has been 
started in recent years, namely the development of platform and ecosystems around the technology of intelligent 
assistants [16]. Platforms are part of the general trend that enterprises are moving to network-like structure with 
open institutional logic in contrast to the prevailing internally focused, hierarchical organizations [23].  

The starting point for this development is the possibility to extend assistants with additional features and services 
provided by external providers [16]. In the Alexa world, these services are called skills and cover a wide range from 
information to access to physical services and service processes [19]. Intelligent assistant-based platforms are a 
combination of hardware and software product components with intelligent services from the cloud. They enable 
new ways of intelligent interaction with customers, as described in [24]. Using intelligent assistant-based platforms, 
the life cycle of products is extended by intelligent services.  

In this way, according to the definition in [25], a technology platform brings together several user groups in the 
sense of a multi-sided market and contributes to the creation of network effects [26]. As a result, the value created 
by the platform exceeds the value created by the platform provider [26]. This is caused by network effects (Fig. 2) 
between the users of a group as well as between the different user groups. In the first case of users of the same group 
we call this network effects cis-network effects, while in the second case of associated groups we have trans 
network effects [26].  
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Intelligent digital assistants are, therefore, to be understood as a multi-sided marketplace [27] or platform 
ecosystem [28]. The technology provider of the intelligent digital assistants acts as a platform operator. Essential 
user groups are the end-users of services and processes, the providers of services and processes as well as companies 
that provide applications to which users can access services and processes. Although the providers of processes and 
services are often the ones who provide the application, there are also platforms on which software developers 
provide services and processes of other users.  

 

Fig.2. Platform with Cis- and Trans-Network Effects, based on [26]. 

There are a number of benefits from a user perspective from using assistants. These are efficiency, convenience, 
ease of use, and minimal cognitive effort [29]. On the other hand, we have also to consider costs such as loss of 
privacy and the low level maturity of the tools [30].  

3.1 Platforms versus Pipeline-oriented Business Models 

The fundamental differences between platform-based business models and traditional pipeline based business 
models have already been identified in [25]. The linchpin is that network effects correspond to demand-side 
economies of scale. These effects are caused by technologies that enable efficient social contact formation, demand 
aggregation, and collaborative flexibility as opposed to the traditional pipeline business model. In contrast, the old 
pipeline model is based on the control of resources and continuous efficiency improvement. The thinking of the 
pipeline model is manifested in the Five Forces model from Porter [31]. It represents this pipeline thinking very well 
because the company sees in the confrontation with its suppliers' customers new competitors and established 
competitors but does not provide new cooperation models.  

A service platform is a modular structure that connects and integrates resources and actors sharing institutional 
logics [32],[33], and promotes value co-creation by service exchange, according the service-dominant logic [34]. 
The value of a platform for users [16] results from the number of platform and service adopters. A digital platform 
[35] and ecosystem of services, as in Fig. 3, should enable value co-creation [34], [16] for all participants, and 
facilitate the exchange of goods, services, and social currency. Platforms do not own or control their own resources 
and actors, and are therefore well suited for fast scalability within the ecosystem. 
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Digital Platform 

Cloud Services 

Fig. 3. Digital Platform and Service Ecosystem. 

A digital platform, as in [36] is a repository of business, data, and infrastructure services used to rapidly configure 
digital offerings from digital services. Reusable digital services represent fundamental parts of an ecosystem of 
services from which digital offerings are fast deployable by composition and reconfiguration of services. Services 
and components are slices of code that perform a specific task. 

3.2 Value Creation 

A platform's ability for fast growing is based on the principle of network [34],[35], effects, and frictionless entry 
points for a large number of new participants. Maturing platforms often evolve for greater openness. Platforms value 
results from the community they serve. The design of a platform should begin supporting first its core interaction 
easily available and inevitable. Therefore, a digital platform [37] should provide three core functions: pull, facilitate, 
and match. As the participants and the resource base of the platform grows, new interaction will be found by 
participants to expand the core interaction. Digital platforms are superior to traditional fixed value chains because of 
the value produced by network effects, leading to disruptive business transformations. 

At the same time as a technology platform is created, an ecosystem based on this platform starts evolving [38]. 
Software ecosystems are collections of actors and resources that are related through software or software-related 
concepts [38]. The challenges of software evolution in ecosystems are discussed in [39].  

4 Strategical Challenges for Intelligent Assistants 

Eisenmann has already identified the management of two-sided markets as an essential challenge for strategy 
development [26]. The expected effects on the business world are very diverse. The effects can be seen in a 
historical comparison with the 1950s. The emergence of the supermarket and mass media brought a consolidation in 
the consumer industry. In a similar sense, we expect that AI-based assistants will change the landscape of brands 
and salespeople by changing the strength of the participants in the value chain and the basis for competition. 

4.1 External Focus 

Platforms and ecosystems address challenges with the locus of innovation moving outside the organization [40]. 
Often the creation of platforms and ecosystems implies building and nurturing external communities [41]. Three key 
changes have been identified in [25]. For example, the focus of platforms is increasingly on orchestrating resources 
and no longer on direct control of resources as in classic pipeline models. The focus of optimization measures is 
increasingly on external interaction and no longer on optimizing internal processes. At the same time, the entire 
value creation within the ecosystem is considered and not just the value created for the individual customer. During 
the transition to a platform-based business model, a number of management and organizational requirements must 
be met. These core requirements result from essential changes associated with the transition to a platform model. 
Significant changes concern an increased external focus on the need for greater organizational openness, the focus 
on supporting interactions, and the use of interaction-centric metrics [42]. 

4.2 Customer-centered 

The ability to interact verbally and the embedding in the home environment of the user makes it easier for 
intelligent digital assistants to maintain a constant interaction with the user than other forms of technology. In this 
way, existing users are bound to the platform, and new users are easily attracted by word of mouth effects. 
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Intelligent digital assistants also require interaction between user groups in the multi-sided market, supporting end-
to-end semantics. A platform for intelligent digital assistants brings together suitable providers and demanders of 
services and processes by using user data and user behavior from the past, so that powerful recommendation 
mechanisms can be used. Intelligent digital assistants support all phases of the purchase cycle, from generating 
interest and configuring the offer to closing and processing the purchase. 

4.3 Data-driven 

A significant strength of assistant-based approaches is the ability to collect incidental data from consumers in 
unobserved situations, evaluate it, and use it as a basis for marketing activities [43]. We have to mention the legal 
context of GDPR (in EU) for collecting customer data, only after their consent. In this emerging new situation, the 
ability to use appropriate algorithms to evaluate the data will be of central importance. Using these algorithms, the 
criteria on which the consumer's purchase decision is based will become understandable. It is likely that providers of 
goods and services will have to pay platform operators to provide this information. It is also to be expected that the 
prominent placement in recommendations or when mentioned by the assistant will gain a similar importance in 
product marketing as the placement at the top of search results, as known from Google. Assistant-based platforms 
will also have a far-reaching impact on companies' spending on advertising. Brands will design their offers and 
information strategies in a suitable way to let the assistants present their products.  

The basis for the analysis is the collection of fine-grained data on buying patterns and product usage with the aim 
of understanding consumer motivation. In this way it is possible to determine how much consumers must pay for 
products that are healthier and more environmentally friendly, etc. The AI-based platform is also capable of 
predicting which combinations of product features, price and performance are most attractive for a particular 
customer. The already observed effect that advanced recommender systems recognize the needs of users better than 
they do themselves will be even stronger with the AI-based assistants.  

4.4 Platform Metrics 

Setting up a platform and development of an ecosystem also requires the definition of new metrics to measure the 
number and quality of interactions [25]. For example, the number and quality of interactions of interest for failed 
interactions, participant engagement, quality of participants through interactions, quality of participants through 
interactions, and the quality of recommendations by the platform. Another essential challenge is diagnosing the 
negative network effects that lead to joint loss of value [25]. One example is the excessive use of services and 
processes, which leads to long waiting times and delays for users.  

4.5 Platform Architecture 

To create a conceptual model of assistant-based platforms, Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM) 
[32],[33],[44] will be useful [44]. As today it is defined by several standards, like [45]. EAM uses a quite large set of 
different views and perspectives for managing current IT [32]. An effective and agile architecture management 
approach for digital enterprises should additionally support the intelligent digitalization of products and services and 
be both holistic and easily adaptable [46]. A successful digital architecture should use a service platform [35] that 
supports an actor to actor-network and hosts a set of loosely coupled services as part of a rapidly growing digital 
ecosystem [35].  

4.6 Impact on external stakeholders 

The advance of assistant-based platforms will also have far-reaching consequences for marketing companies. Not 
only will they have to adapt their methods to marketing in wizard-based platforms.  They will not only have to adapt 
their methods to marketing in wizard-based platforms.  They will also be much more strongly and accurately 
measured by their success, which is based on the actual behavior of consumers. 
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5 Challenges 

Three types of external challenges to ecosystems have been identified [25]. Competitors can arise from having a 
highly developed network in another industry but being able to use these networks to become competitors 
successfully. A second threat arises from the fact that there is a surplus of customers in the customer base, which in 
combination with positive network effects, can be used to break into the existing ecosystem. The third threat pattern 
is data-based. A participant uses the data collected by him to build up his platform.  

We have identified, as in [47], six fundamental reasons for the failure of platform strategies. The first reason is 
the inappropriate definition of the openness of a platform. A platform may be too heavy or too easily accessible. If a 
platform is too difficult to access, the number of users necessary to achieve network effects is not reached, and the 
platform lacks distribution. A platform can also be designed too open. For example, a design that is too open may 
entail the risk that the platform operator loses control over essential assets. It must, therefore, be ensured that the 
platform operator retains control over central assets. It must also be guaranteed that users with poor-quality offerings 
do not appear on the platform. Especially in the case of software platforms, service developers deserve special 
attention. They have the highest entry costs to the platform. Accordingly, they must be made as easy and simple as 
possible to use the platform. Another mistake in the design of a platform that can lead to its failure is the unequal 
distribution of the added value generated by the platform. If only the platform operator or only some of the users 
profit from the platform, it can quickly make the platform unattractive for other users. The latter will then withdraw 
and make the platform obsolete. Another critical question for the platform is the decision in which the user group 
should be addressed initially. The background is that the start-up of a platform has a lot of a hen and egg problem. 
Therefore, it is crucial to choose the user group that will help you to get the platform up and running the fastest. 
Using so-called seeding strategies can be used to ramp up platforms appropriately [48].  

Another mistake when starting a platform can be a too hesitant growth strategy. Platform markets are typically 
the-winner-takes-all markets where the first and at most the second market participant can expect to make a profit. It 
is, therefore, imperative to achieve market penetration as early as possible. Finally, product-oriented thinking can 
also lead to platform failure by trying to incorporate too many features from the beginning and not let the market 
decide.  

The fact that it is not only the platform operator but also the other participants who are involved in the value of 
production can be an occasion for them to reflect on their involvement in the ecosystem [25]. Thus, it happens that 
participants of an ecosystem build up their platform in order to get a larger part of the value creation for themselves.  

6 Conclusion and Future Research 

Advances in artificial intelligence, particularly in speech recognition and understanding, have enabled the rapid 
development of intelligent digital assistants. Starting from simple devices consisting of only a loudspeaker and a 
microphone, increasingly complex systems have been developed that include a screen, a camera, and additional 
sensors. Increasingly, intelligent digital assistants are also found on third-party systems, for example, as apps on 
televisions and other consumer devices.  

At the same time, the intelligent digital assistants have evolved into complete platforms that support the paradigm 
of multi-page marking of the following two or more user groups. In doing so, they bring users to the platform, bring 
together user supply and demand, and support the provision of the service or the purchase of the product. Through 
these user groups on the wizard platforms, a complex ecosystem has evolved.  

Up to now, research in the field of digital assistants has been very much concerned with the technological 
foundations. However, the complexity of platform design and the further development of the ecosystem requires 
further consideration in order to align wizard-based platforms with the strategic needs of companies and 
organizations. We have examined in detail the structure of wizard platforms under the aspect of ecosystems. Based 
on this analysis, we have sketched essential elements of our framework for further research on intelligent platform 
assistants. This framework will include in a next step a comprehensive method for the development of intelligent 
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wizard-based platforms. With this method it should be affordable to support the fast and precise alignment of 
wizard-based platforms to the organizational needs.  

The research presented here is still in at an early stage of development, so it is not surprising that there are still 
gaps to be filled in the future, especially the empirical validation of the developed framework and its evaluation in a 
series of case studies.  
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